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“Dutch Edtech aims to
accelerate and innovate the
education sector. So that
all talent - regardless of
their age, gender,
background, income or
capabilities - can learn and
thrive in a globalized world
using 21st- century skills.”
Constantijn van Oranje



Constantijn co-founded StartupFest Europe, which is still the biggest start-up
event ever organized in The Netherlands. He used to be Chief of Staff of VP
Neelie Kroes at the European Commission in charge of the Digital Agenda and
lead the Brussels office of the RAND Corporation. He is currently also Director
Digital Technology & Macro Strategy at Macro Advisory Partners in London and
New York and Edge Fellow at Deloitte Centre for the Edge. 

In addition, Constantijn is ambassador of the European Innovation Council.
Besides innovation and technology, Constantijn van Oranje is passionate
about art, music, photography, and nature.

Constantijn van Oranje leads Techleap.nl,
the accelerator for the Tech-ecosystem in
the Netherlands. As Special Envoy he is
on a mission to turn The Netherlands into
a unicorn nation. He and his team
connect the Dutch Tech-ecosystem to
help ambitious and promising Dutch Tech
companies grow fast internationally by
improving their access to capital, market,
talent and technologies. 





With over 70 members, Dutch Edtech represents the sector from a market
perspective. Dutch Edtech is a foundation that brings the fragmented Edtech
industry together and stimulates acceleration and innovation from a market
perspective. Together we focus on new methods, tools, skills and
environments for education and learning in the 21st century. In addition to the
sector's growth, we want to strengthen the Dutch position, attract talent and
stimulate investments. 

To do so, we connect the EdTech community, share insights and best
practices, create an overview of the landscape and form consortia that focus
on the current concrete challenges in the Netherlands.

Dutch EdTech is a foundation founded by Peter van Sabben, Roel Bellinga and
Ruben Nieuwenhuis. With support from the Ministry of Culture, Education and
Science, Ministry of Economic Affairs. It’s headquarter is based on the
Marineterrein, Amsterdam.

Download the state of Dutch Edtech report www.dutchedtech.com  

Dutch Edtech



The Dutch Embassy in the UK is
very pleased to introduce you to
the Dutch Edtech delegation at

BETT 2022. 
Learning is no longer confined to a four-walled classroom. Anno 2022, our
society and industries have digitalized significantly, and the education sector
is no exception. This digitalization must contribute to the development of high
quality and inclusive education; it can help more people learn faster, more
effectively and more efficiently. Education Technology (Edtech) is an
essential component in catalysing these changes. 

The start- /scale-ups of the Dutch delegation at BETT 2022 bring with them
new initiatives that can be used in both the traditional  and creative market
segments of the educational technology ecosystem. Let’s accelerate the
change in education together! 

The startup liaison at the Dutch Embassy in the UK is a link and point of
contact for Dutch start-/scale-ups interested in the British educational
ecosystem. The liaison helps these entrepreneurs to identify and pursue
opportunities with British business partners and supports start-/scale-ups
from the Netherlands in connecting with contacts within the British
ecosystem and vice versa.

The Education and Science Attaché works to strengthen the relationship
between the UK and the Netherlands in these fields. How? By increasing
visibility, exchanges, and sustainable collaboration. And by stimulating and
facilitating partnerships between educational, research and government
institutions from both countries. 

 



Established in 2020, ROM Utrecht Region, the regional development agency of
the Utrecht Region is a new player in the regional economic landscape of The
Netherlands. Driven by our mission to make Utrecht an even healthier region
and economy, we use our resources to  support SME’s and startups. In their
quest for innovation, investment and internationalisation. 

With established publishing houses, strong education, IT and media sectors
and a vibrant startup scene all concentrated in the centre of country, it should
be no surprise that the Utrecht Region is rapidly becoming an Edtech
powerhouse in The Netherlands. Utrecht Region based Edtech companies
offer validated, top of the range products and services at a competitive price
level. Many of our companies already have an international presence. 

In the course of the past year, ROM Utrecht Region has spoken with dozens of
regional Edtech entrepreneurs.  While their products, services and business
models vary, the large majority of them have indicated that they are keen on
joining forces internationally. To build a collective stage, so that individual
companies can shine in the spotlights. In the case of BETT UK 2022, ROM
Utrecht Region, Dutch Edtech and the Netherlands Embassy in London have
jointly acted upon this request. 

We hope that the Dutch Edtech entrepreneurs will profit from it! With
inspiration, new contacts and perhaps even business leads. And we hope that
you, Edtech purchaser and / or Edtech professional from outside The
Netherlands will profit from the presence and the insights of Dutch Edtech
entrepreneurs. 

Enjoy BETT UK 2022!   

ROM Utrecht Region: in full
support of Ed(U)t(r)ech(t)!
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We are your go-to audio learning marketplace to learn new things. By
focussing on the actual learning via audio instead of just listening we make
sure you spend your time wisely since you can be sure you actually
remember the information you listen to.

Made by the brightest minds on the globe so you can trust the material you
listen to will help understand your new field of interest. 

Bite-sized 10 minutes per topic so you can easily dive in while you are riding
your bike or catch up on exam material during your workout.

Becoming wiser, anywhere. 

Anywyse
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At Beenova AI, we focused on growth-based conversational learning powered
by an AI driven feedback loop.

Personalization, a focus on future skills learning and assessment, and open-
ended interaction are what drive powerful learning – whether digital or at
school. With an emphasis on critical skills and Emotional Intelligence and by
engaging learners in a way that suits their needs, we make the learning
journey accessible and straight-forward. Students are able to access
personalized learning via their own Microsoft Teams, Google Classroom,
Slack or even WhatsApp accounts. And because not every student has the
same needs, interests, or thrives with the same knowledge base, Beenova AI
emphasizes non-linear education. 

Featured by A360, hand-selected by MIT EF, and with early adopter clients
giving Beenova a 4.7 star rating, now is the time to start understanding the
power of personalized learning and leveraging AI for the Future of Education. 

Beenova AI
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Learning By Doing
Complete and Innovative Solutions for STEM Education

CMA brings technology into your classroom. We offer solutions, which
facilitate active student learning and encourage an inquiry-based approach to
STEM Education: 
Hardware: data-loggers, sensors, actuators and lab equipment.
Software: unique and most versatile authoring program COACH, which
integrates tools for data acquisition and control, video and image
measurement, dynamical modeling and animations. 
Teaching resources: modern and innovative teaching and learning resources
for direct use in your classroom. 

From Primary to University.

CMA
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How do you keep students who are learning how to code engaged and
motivated? With CodeGrade’s flexible learning platform for coding education. 

Using our code autograder, students can immediately see what they did right
and what they need to improve. Get feedback on how to improve your
subsequent attempts and see improvements right away!

CodeGrade also comes with a built-in editor integrated with your learning
management system and offers pedagogical tools such as peer feedback,
rubrics, inline comments and plagiarism detection.With CodeGrade you can
grow your coding classroom without compromise.

CodeGrade works with 50+ universities globally and radically decreases
grading time while increasing feedback to students.
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CodeGrade



Your colleagues dread difficult conversations, don’t they?

Difficult are conversations where people have different expectations about a
desired outcome and about what is at stake. 

Difficult are conversations where there are differences between people as far
as expectations, emotions, or outcome.

DialogueTrainer provides interactive online simulations and learning
environments since 2013, following a validated 5-step process in which
difficult situations from the (future) workplace are translated into
conversations with virtual training actors.

In the research phase, we determine which situation or method the
simulation should focus on (1), which validated best-practice works (2) and
which learning objectives of the players are prevalent (3). Then, we develop
and validate the simulation (4) before using and improving it in practice (5).
 
DialogueTrainer’s virtual training actors help professionals master difficult
conversations in a safe environment focused on learning.
Never before was evidence based immersive learning so achievable.
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Dialoque Trainer



Faculty of Skills is a leading edtech company that serves several markets
with its distinctive technology. The company’s mission is to improve the
communication skills of as many students and professionals as possible.
Because better communication leads to better results, more mutual
understanding and more happiness. Many large companies and students at
practically all universities and colleges in the Netherlands develop their skills
with programmes from Faculty of Skills. 

The core of the company is the award-winning software TrainTool, that is
continuously being improved. In TrainTool, participants practice their
communication skills in online video role plays. Actors show realistic
situations to which the participant must react. That response will be
provided with feedback by a coach, our AI coach Alix, or in case of students
by their teacher. Programmes can additionally include peer feedback, coach
calls, live training and a live online roleplay. 90% of the participants are
satisfied with the training programmes.

17

Faculty of Skills
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Hello 
Mentor BV
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“Having the right knowledge is important, yet knowing the right people might
even be more…”

At Hello Mentor we know that knowledge travels on a railway made of
connections. Our mission is to bridge the gap between study and career by
offering a social mentorship platform that connects young tech talents with
inspiring professionals/ alumni. By doing so, all three parties benefit: 
Universities are able to stay connect with the dynamic job market and their
alumni
Professionals are able to represent their company and pay it forward and
back to the next generation
Students get access to the most up-to-date knowledge and insights about
the industry

Hello Mentor supports educational institutions in providing their students a
safe-space where they, through network, career possibilities and insights,
gain confidence to kick-start their career!

When knowledge is exchanged, a positive development takes place on all
sides.

Interested in working with Hello Mentor? Feel free to contact
quincy@hellomentor.nl 



Helpr
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Create awesome automated learning conversations with helpr.ai!

What if you could automate learning conversations that really matter? For
three years helpr.ai has been focusing on automating those learning
conversations. With our conversational platform learnflow® we give our
copywriters ultimate freedom in creating learning conversations that help a
wide variety of learners. 

Through our platform we can use a wide variety of layers to enhance the
conversations, such as video, text, voice or a combination of the former. 

Helpr.ai - Because every learning needs a conversation!



hihaho interactive video
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The impact of interactive video on learning.

Since 2021, 80% of all internet traffic consists of online video. This
phenomenon has also led to other ways of learning.

Did you know that 70% of all YouTube searches are "how to" videos. 85% of
internet users say they understand things much better by watching a video.
90% of students can retell what was shown in a video after 3 days, while only
10% can do so based on text-based content. 

So the main trend is this: learners are moving from reading to watching,
which is having a major impact on the way we deliver e-learning content. And
with it the expectations of students: video learning has become a crucial part
of digital learning landscapes. And DIY interactive video layer technology
makes video learning the key to effective learning worldwide! This inspiring
session is provided by Jeroen Krouwels, director of hihaho.com
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Inchainge
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Based in the Netherlands, Inchainge is a company specialized in cloud based
experiential learning tools in the field of Value Chain Management. Our vision
is to support a more sustainable and inclusive world, where every student
and professional has the chance to understand and improve value chains.

We are fully committed to developing Value Chain Leaders, and for that
purpose we offer business games that educate participants on all aspects of
the value chain. They touch on core value chain topics like Supply Chain
Management, working capital management & finance, and the circular
economy. Our business games focus on what we truly believe to be vital for
every organization: Alignment.

We have an extensive network of delivery partners on every continent, and
we are continually organizing relevant events for educational institutions and
corporate businesses. Our track record includes many of the world’s top
corporates and over 700 universities globally. 



Everyone is a mentor 
 
CONNECTING PURPOSE DRIVEN PEOPLE
Connect with mentors | Interact and inspire  
Find and live your purpose
 
iSeekMe is a mentor-to-mentor social media platform which connects people
from different life stages, to exchange life experiences to accelerate each
other’s personal growth. 

At iSeekMe we believe that everyone is a mentor. 

People come into your life either to inspire you or irritate you, but there are
valuable life lessons to be learnt in every interaction. Learning these lessons
is the fastest way to develop a future-fit mindset, which is an important
condition to build a sustainable and equal society. 
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iSeekMe



The future of learning online is about being more human.
 
At itorium we develop technology and learning materials with the aim to
create the most natural online learning experience.

Our services
Virtual Classroom
The virtual classroom is a fully automated studio where the teacher or trainer
can interact with students wherever they are. It’s a combination of a
hardware studio and a specially designed interface focused on learning. 
Content
We create all kinds of appealing learning content. Ranging from learning glass
explainers, (medical) instruction video’s to AR and virtual studio productions. 

About itorium

itorium is a joint venture between NEP Technologies and the co-founders of
the University of the Netherlands and Flanders. In this company we have
combined our experience in didactics and media / broadcast technology to
form itorium. We earned our stripes in producing international (educational)
TV shows, webcasts and creating media platforms. 

Itorium 
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ITSLanguage
Speech Technology for Language Education

ITSLanguage provides real-time speech recognition with detection of
correctness, tempo and fluency. With our technology, you get personalised
feedback on your speech.

It understands Dutch, English, German and French. Arabic and several other
languages are in beta. It works with children as well as adult voices. Support
for children with a speaking disorder is in beta.

The technology can be used in our E-learning environment "Loudly" where
you simply bring or build your own content. Our speech technology can also
be used as a building block (API and SDK) for enabling speech in your existing
digital products.

We teamed up with several leading publishers to power their online learning
materials.

Check out these cases at itslanguage.nl
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Kinescope
Grow your business with the power of video

Kinescope is an advanced online video solution helping businesses reach
their full potential with video. 

With Kinescope’s friendly dashboard it is easier than ever to effectively
manage thousands of videos, run live streams and collaborate with team
members. You can customize the video player according to your brand
colors, add chapters, attachments and closed captions and integrate end-to-
end analytics.

The best part? You don’t have to worry about premium content privacy - your
videos will be encrypted with latest industry digital rights management (DRM)
systems like Apple Fairplay to provide the highest standard against
unauthorized downloads.

We run on top of our own private infrastructure, from the network footprint to
every piece of the server equipment. This allows us to provide the highest
level of control and security available on the market combined with
unbeatable pricing. 
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Lepaya 
Upskilling the workforces of today's leading organizations

Lepaya is an L&D provider of Power Skills training. We teach employees the
right combination of skills at the right time and in their flow of work. Our
learning is easily accessible via software organizations have invested in and
the channels that employees use most. Whether that's on a tablet or
desktop, in transit or at the office, learning is just a few clicks away. 

We make learning easy and efficient so that employees can make the most
out of their professional and personal lives.

Lepaya's promise:
We change the way organizations develop their employees
Offer upskilling strategy, and blended training modules
Make sure learning is done in the flow of work; via our app, MS Teams and
Slack integrations

Request a demo via www.lepaya.com/demo
Or for more information check out our website: www.lepaya.com
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Luqo BV
Collaboration is one of the most important skills in life: to get your dream job,
feel part of a group, not be lonely, and develop social skills. Still, most
innovations and learning methods focus only on individual development.
Understandably: teachers have so much work, they hardly have any other
choice.

That’s why we created Luqo. We believe that the best way to learn
collaboration, is by collaborating. By playing together, through real-life
interactions, and conversations. This vision and our games are awarded by
LEGO Ventures and CoC Playful Minds when they declared us global winner of
the Future Play Design Challenge 2021. 

Together with them, and in co-creation with families, we developed our latest
game: Dobbly’s Island. An interactive escape room, which can be played over
and over again. Children play with their friends, family, or at school. The
minigames, designed by children, improve collaboration skills while having
fun together! 
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Founded in 1958, NOVI has been a household name in the Dutch IT sector
ever since. We understand better than anyone that IT professionals don’t
want to waste their time on things they already know. At NOVI we solely
focus on our students’ ambitions. We don’t do long and tedious lectures on
subjects that they’ve already mastered, but teach exactly what will help
them grow as a professional or in their aspirations to become one. With this
goal-oriented approach, our students take career steps at lightning speed.
This is partly due to our intensive supervision and our accredited tailor-made
courses: we draw up a personal study plan for all our students. At NOVI we
know that IT is pre-eminently all about topicality, innovation, and relevance.
We continuously translate this principles into our training courses,
educational methods and didactics, which are therefore modern and always
up to date.

NOVI Hogeschool
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We’re a Dutch education business. We started out in print more than 30
years ago as Educational Media (www.onderwijsmedia.nl). We’ve grown in
partnership with publishers, teachers and schools to become one of the
largest, professional digital (and print) communities, connecting and
supporting more than 300 k educators in Holland.
Our commitment to supporting schools and teachers is at the heart of
everything we do.

What we do?
Whether you’re newly-qualified, an experienced teacher or a school leader,
we want to make your working life easier by providing all necessary
professional information so you can focus on what matters most – educate
children.

The platform www.oo.nl is helping schools and teachers to find teacher
training for continuous professional development and is giving access to
teacher- and professional made resources. 

oo.nl
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Create unforgettable learning experiences for your employees & customers!

Pluvo allows anyone to create unforgettable learning experiences within a
few clicks. Our mission is to make sharing your knowledge as easy as
possible, and we offer everything you need to achieve this goal. 

With our platform, you can intuitively create smart & adaptive learning
journeys and e-learnings, integrate external content or build a portfolio. In
addition, Pluvo offers extensive possibilities for social learning and
communication with fellow students and instructors. With our learning
management system, you can track and analyze what happens in your
courses. 

Next to our platform, we offer everything that is needed to support
knowledge sharing. Think of our customer service with an average response
time of 3.8 minutes! Or e-learning consultancy and workshops, provided by
e-learning experts. 

And the best thing? There is a Pluvo subscription suitable for every
organization size. Curious? Start for free at www.pluvo.eu.

Pluvo
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Ready Education is the leading student engagement platform provider
worldwide. Through their native smartphone app and web portal, Ready
Education enables institutions to improve communications and experiences
that increase student success. The easy to adopt platforms deliver the
mobile first experience your students expect and build your campus
community. Available across all devices, students have easy access to
personalised information, targeted communication, and the help and support
they need during the student lifecycle.

Ready Education is trusted by 525+ institutions worldwide to engage their 5+
million students and increase student success. Visit readyeducation.com for
more information or get in touch via info@readyeducation.com

Ready Education
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Recrout.com
Students are one of the most important links in our society. They are the new
leaders, innovators, makers and creators, implementers, economists and
politicians of the future. Their talent is undeniably important and necessary
to keep society healthy and energetic. In the face of a changing world, we
help Universities to get the best out of their students.

In our core, we believe there is more to people than merely a piece of paper,
we believe in people’s talents. Our mission with Recrout EduTech is to help
students discover their talent and strengthen their personal ambitions:
empowering young talent to achieve personal success. 

The personal guidance of students is of great importance to increase study
success and to reduce dropout rates. We think we know our students but
who are they really, what are their personality powers? How can we
understand our students better, how can we achieve a qualitative deepening
within the programs of personal student guidance?

Recrout's innovative software enables Universities to positively stimulate
student development by assessing each student to discover their
competencies and personal growth potential. Enabling universities to guide
their students to more study success. 
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Revisely
We believe happy teachers make happier students, but the workload around
marking and giving feedback on students’ work leaves many teachers
unhappy. Revisely came up with solutions.

Revisely offers a productivity tool that teachers use to correct students’
work, saving teachers time with optimised workflows. It also provides
actionable feedback to students so they can improve learning outcomes. The
unique extendible comment banks integrated in Revisely’s application
include tips on how to improve writing skills as well as teachers’ own
feedback, increasing students’ engagement.

Additionally, Revisely offers options such as plagiarism checking to promote
original writing, Team Hand-ins to stimulate collaborating in groups, and Peer
Grading & Feedback to help students learn from each other.

Revisely’s tool can be integrated with MS Teams and with your LMS through
LTI 1.1 and 1.3 as well as through its own API, so we welcome partnerships
with publishers and LMS providers.
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Society College
Society College is a challenging college to shape talents, to change the
current approach of the job market and with the view to create civil cohesion
within society. 
SC will change the job market. SC believes that a society with economic and
mental prosperity is not only the responsibility of a government but is equally
also the responsibility of society her/him/itself.  
SC sees that the job market struggles to implement the needs of the
employees of the future: it is not only about career, but every phase of life
needs another job fulfillment.
SC will prepare the job market, the society and the student to be ready for the
future by creating an unique (international) ecosystem where students, profit
and non-profit organizations will meet each other as members of a special
college. 
SC founders have 7 years successful experience at Defensity College. With a
94% retention grade we know how to inspire younger generations. We will
shape them to make the right choice and we will support them to have civil
awareness. 
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SOWISO BV (Bolster Academy
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Bolster Academy is an award-winning online learning and testing
environment for STEM that increases student engagement and saves
teachers time. Unlike other platforms, Bolster provides students with
intuitive, real-time feedback on their work and teachers benefit from
unlimited support, including from our in-house maths specialists, so that
every one of our partners can best meet their teaching needs.

Our tool is used by more than 50 leading educational institutions worldwide,
supporting over 200,000 students with improved STEM learning.



Splashtop
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With Splashtop educational institutions can: 
Deliver a flexible, remote learning environment for students and staff to
access their school computers from any device. 
Remotely access and control on-campus labs for video editing, animation and
other resource-intensive software in real-time, eliminating the need for
purchasing more software licenses and computer infrastructure. 
Enable IT teams to access, manage and monitor on-campus computers
remotely to resolve technology issues in classrooms and enable helpdesk
teams to provide quick, on-demand support to students and teachers across
an array of personal devices.  

Meet the Splashtop team in person and learn more about the latest remote
learning trends and technologies. 

Splashtop delivers GDPR-compliant, secure remote access and support
software for educational institutions to maximize their students’ potential &
achieve equality with flexible learning. 

Our solutions help accelerate learning and innovation by supporting
operational efficiency and an excellent student experience from anywhere. 



Springlab
The mission of Springlab is to get 1 billion kids to move more by making
digital education physically active.

More than one billion kids in the world move too little according to the World
Health Organisation. The rising use of technology is one of the biggest
reasons children become inactive. This is bad for their physical and mental
well-being.

Through digital technology Springlab combines physical activity and play
with learning, creating a whole new learning experience: EMBODIED
LEARNING!

Our solutions

Springfloor: we turn every floor into an embodied learning environment. Our
interactive floor is equipped with educational games for kindergartens and
primary schools and is used by 30.000+ children.

Springloop: we turn tablets into embodied learning devices with our app and
kids-proof QR tags. With Springloop we take edtech outside and let children
learn outside in schoolyards instead of sitting behind screens in classrooms.  

www.springlab.nl/bett for more information and investment opportunities.
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Teenit
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We are Teenit - a financial education app for teenagers with smart budgeting
features and insights based on real banking data. No additional cards or
accounts - use your trusted bank!

We are helping kids to develop healthy financial habits in a cashless world
and prevent financial issues in adulthood. Our age-tailored data insights,
videos, and interactive quizzes successfully engage teenagers in building up
knowledge based on their financial behavior and prepare them for challenges
ahead. Specially designed educational modules and timely insights assure
that teenagers remain continuously engaged and rewarded for their
educational effort. 

Teenit uses custom flows and data algorithms based on bank APIs (38 in the
UK only). It allows for seamless and secure connection via parent’s
authorization, leaving teenager’s data safely at the financial institution and
immediately drawing insightful conclusions that are passed to the app safely
and securely.

Teenit - financial education revolution at your fingertips!



The Discov
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While there are more opportunities than ever for students to pursue a higher
education, it is also the hardest it's ever been for students to make the right
choice. This is because of the maze of information and choices available to
them. As a result universities struggle to find the right candidates in the sea
of competition. 

But what do universities, study choice platforms and education consultants
miss when it comes to a student's future? That it’s more than choosing the
right program. It's a new home. A career path. A chance to form identity and
social networks. That's why we believe in a holistic university selection that
goes beyond subject choice and global ranking tables.

We are The Discov. The world's first unbiased digital study counsellor. We
use data to facilitate a true match between student and university, ensuring
students go to a university that meets all their needs, and universities
receive students that thrive .



It’s time to make education future proof
TMI helps schools to make their education future proof. We do this with
digital literacy workshops, an innovative digital toolbox and project based
learning. This way schools are able to put together their ideal future proof
education package. 

Workshops
Students learn about the dangers and possibilities of (social)media and the
internet. The new knowledge they pick up is being put into a media
production. With peer-educators students are motivated to take action and
become future proof themselves.
Future Proof Teacher 
With the training Future Proof Teacher TMI educates teachers to get started
with Project Based Learning. This way teachers can prepare their students for
the real world. Lots of companies work in a project based atmosphere. Plus:
Project Based Learning gives students the possibility to get better in the 21st
century skills we all need these days. 
Digital Toolbox 
The Digital Toolbox of TMI is the instrument for teachers and students to
teach and learn through storytelling and gamification. With thrilling story arcs
and fun games students can learn better and it’s easier to place the
knowledge in their own lives. 

TMI, Utilize Online.
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TMI



GIVE EVERY STUDENT A UNI-LIFE TO REMEMBER

Uni-Life is the ultimate platform to offer every student the best university
experience. Through the unique combination of our platform, data insights,
and community support we boost student well-being, engagement &
inclusivity to new heights.

Our platform connects students to all relevant events, lets them meet fellow
students, and explore all campus communities. Our data insights help
universities and colleges understand student wants and needs. Our
community team ensures the platform is filled with content and promoted
year-round to students. 

That means we can offer a platform that students love, makes campuses
more analytical, and can be run without any time commitment from the
university. We now work with some of the biggest and most prestigious
universities in Europe and have been recognized as one of the fastest-
growing EdTech startups in the world.
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Uni-Life BV
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Winc Academy

Learning to work with code is becoming increasingly important. The tech
industry is growing enormously the demand for people with the right skills is
growing faster than the supply. With an innovative way of teaching, we
ensure that our students develop these necessary skills. We train developers
and Data Analyst to start working immediately and teach professionals how
to perform their work more efficiently with the help of (low/no-) code tools.

Winc Academy makes learning to program accessible to everyone by offering
remote training courses, which you can start right away. All courses can be
followed at your own pace and without any specific prior education. Despite
this flexible approach, we find it important that Winc remains personal. We
know our students and you know us and your fellow students! Learning
(online) together is much more fun and instructive than alone.



As avid believers in the transformational power of education, Wizenoze exists
to reclaim the internet for learners. Through our AI technology we combine
top-quality open resources and proprietary content to bring readable,
relevant, and reliable resources to the user. Removing the need for hours of
searching the internet and removing the distractions from the web. 

At Wizneoze we have access to over 65 million curated resources all teacher
approved (articles, videos, and images) across a mixture of curriculums
(Cambridge, Vocational, NGSS and more) spanning the US, UK, India, and the
Middle East. Meaning regardless of age, ability or location users have access
to the best resources to shape their future. 

Through our integration options you can easily bring Wizenoze into your
platform. With our online library of content, we remove the need to constantly
replace textbooks, allowing you to focus on what really counts - education. 
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Wizenoze



Wooclap is an interactive platform that maximises the possibility for
smartphones and computers to become exceptional learning tools that make
learning awesome and effective. 
The platform was developed in collaboration with neuroscientists, course
technologists, and teachers to maximise information retention and enhance
learning during lectures, whether in a classroom or remotely. There is no app
to download, nothing to install: students use a QR code or link to connect to
Wooclap on their smartphone, tablet, or computer, and answer questions
online or by SMS text.

Wooclap is compatible with all teaching models (traditional, synchronous,
asynchronous, distance, hybrid, HyFlex...) and integrates with many tools
that teachers use on a daily basis (PowerPoint, Google Slides, Moodle,
Canvas, Microsoft Teams...). This means they can use Wooclap’s many
question-types and features within their existing Virtual Learning
Environment.
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Conquer complexity with an adaptive workspace. Workspace 365 helps
people to achieve more, by helping them to focus on the part where they
make the real difference.

Workspace 365 unites everything teachers, students and staff need into one
personalised interface that automatically adapts to people’s role, location,
device and more. We give you the freedom to deliver the right-sized solution
to each individual or group, like easy access to applications, integrated
processes and streamlined communication.

Reduce the frustrations and time that people lose switching between apps,
looking for passwords or searching for information.

Break free from IT restrictions and maximize your current and future IT
investments. From legacy to Microsoft 365 and from local and virtual to SaaS,
Workspace 365 unites it all and offers simplified and secure access. With the
flexibility to keep evolving and customising, your organisation stays future-
proof.
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Your Next Concepts is a fast growing company that specializes in supporting
educational institutions in organizing education successfully. Our mission is
to make it possible for everyone to follow the education that suits them.

Students are expecting more freedom of choice to study courses and
activities they want in their desired time, place and pace. Institutions
respond by offering students more flexibility for example by facilitating
different times to follow educational activities or giving choices in which
courses to follow. With our application Academy Attendance students can
subscribe to activities, courses, groups and exams, as well as tracking
attendance. That way you could easily facilitate flexible education within your
programs.
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Academy Attendance can be integrated in your LMS (such as BrightSpace,
Canvas), we can connect to MS Teams and have a broad variety of methods
to track attendance. Our tool is used by 15+ institutions in the Netherlands
and Belgium and is available in Dutch and English.



Anywyse

www.anywyse.nl

Beenova

www.beenova.ai

CMA

www.cma-science.nl

CodeGrade

www.codeGrade.com
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Dialoque Trainer

www.dialoguetrainer.com

Faculty of Skills

www.faculty.nl

Helpr

www.helpr.ai
Hello Mentor BV

www.hellomentor.nl

Grasple

www.grasple.com

https://www.anywyse.nl/
https://beenova.ai/
https://beenova.ai/
https://www.codegrade.com/


hihaho interactive video

www.hihaho.com

Imedu

www.imedu.io

Inchainge

www.inchainge.com
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iSeekMe

www.iSeekMe.com

Itorium

www.itorium.org

ITSLanguage

www.ITSLanguage.nl

Kinescope

www.kinescope.io

Lepaya 

www.lepaya .com

Luqo BV

www.playluqo.com

https://www.anywyse.nl/


NOVI Hogeschool

www.novi.nl
oo.nl

www.oo.nl
Pluvo

www.pluvo.co

Recrout.com

www.recrout.com

Revisely

www.revisely.com

Ready Education

www.readyeducation.com
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Splashtop

www.splashtop.com

Society College

www.societycollege.nl

SowiSo (Bolster)

www.bolster.academy

https://beenova.ai/


Teenit

www.teenit.app

Springlab

www.springlab.nl

The Discov

www.thediscov.com

Voor de klas

www.voordeklas.com

Uni-Life BV

www.uni-life.nl

TMI

www.tmi.one

Winc Academy

www.wincacademy.nl

Wizenoze

www.wizenoze.com

Wooclap

www.wooclap.com
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https://www.codegrade.com/


Workspace 365

www.workspace365.net

Your Next Concepts B.V.

www.yournextconcepts.com
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